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Abstract— The Tor hidden services, one of the features of
the Tor anonymity network, are widely used for providing
anonymity to services within the Tor network. Tor uses the
.onion pseudo-top-level domain for naming convention and to
route requests to these hidden services. The .onion namespace
is not delegated to the global domain name system (DNS), and
Tor is designed in such a way that all .onion queries are routed
within the Tor network. However, and despite the careful design
of Tor, numerous .onion requests are still today observed in the
global DNS infrastructure, thus calling for further investigation.
In this paper, we present the state of .onion requests received
at the global DNS and as viewed from two large DNS traces:
a continuous period of observation at the A and J DNS root
nodes over a longitudinal period of time and a synthesis of
Day In The Life of the Internet data repository that gathers
a synchronized DNS capture of two days per year over multiple
years. We found that .onion leakage in the DNS infrastructure
to be both prevalent and persistent. Our characterization of the
leakage shows various features, including high volumes of leakage
that are diverse, geographically distributed, and targeting various
types of hidden services. Furthermore, we found that various
spikes in the .onion request volumes can be correlated with
various global events, including geopolitical events. We attribute
the leakage to various causes that are plausible based on various
assessments, and provide various remedies with varying benefits.
Index Terms— DNS, privacy, security, Tor.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE Domain Name System (DNS) is one of the pillars of the Internet today, serving as a directory for
domain names. In essence, DNS is mainly used for mapping
domain names, names that are easily accessible by humans,
to Internet Protocol (IP) addresses of Internet resources, such
as web servers, mailing hosts, and other online services.
The DNS is a hierarchical naming system for computers,
services, and resources connected to the Internet, where
the top of the hierarchy is the DNS root. The hierarchical
nature of the DNS creates certain levels of dependencies
between various administrative domains, and the resolution
of a single domain name would require collaborations among
those domains. For example, www.example.com.—when
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resolved recursively, would require the collaborations of the
root of the DNS, the authority server for the top level
domain (TLD) of com, the authority server for the second
level domain (SLD) of example, and the authority server
of the third level domain www. Currently, the root consists of
a combination of 13 groups of DNS servers located globally
around the world. Each of those servers is named in the form
X.root-servers.net, where X is a character in the range of A
through M. These roots are responsible for the delegation of
top-level-domains (TLDs) such as .com [45].
It is well known within the Internet research and engineering
community that many installed systems on the Internet query
the DNS root for a wide range of TLDs that are non-delegated
and will ultimately result in an error, which is commonly
referred to as an NXDomain [57]. Many of these installed
systems depend implicitly or explicitly on the indication from
the global DNS that the domain name does not exist for their
operation. For instance, many internal networks use a domain
name suffix list that is not currently delegated in the global
DNS, such as .corp and .home [21]. In both of those examples,
the non-delegated suffix is important for networks operation
and is mainly used for naming and resources discovery within
those networks.
Due to the recent delegation of new gTLDs within the
global DNS [4], several studies have measured the amount
of internal namespace leakage to the DNS roots [3], [32].
These unintended leaked DNS queries have been shown to
expose sensitive private information and present potential new
security threat vectors [3], [32], [58]. During the analysis of
potential colliding name spaces within the global DNS, queries
suffixed by .onion appeared to be one of the more prevalent
non-delegated TLDs at the global root DNS, which triggered
our initial exploration and study.
Tor [26] is one example of a system that exploits the
absence of a non-delegated namespace within the global DNS
system for its internal use and operation. While Tor in general
provides anonymity to users, hidden services, a unique feature
within Tor, provide additional anonymity for servers running as
hidden services. To identify these services and route requests
associated with them, Tor uses the .onion namespace [64].
Hidden services today are widely used, due to their advantage
of concealing the location of servers providing such services
and making their takedown hard to conduct without the
collaboration of Tor or using very sophisticated attacks [15],
[40], [61]. Services that want to conceal their location are
not limited to illicit services and underground forums and
marketplaces (although many of the services that use Tor
hidden services are of such nature [49]), but also include
popular services, such as social networks, including Facebook.
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Furthermore, recently hidden services have been suggested as
a tool for seizure-resistant top-level domain name design [55],
highlighting the variety of useful applications they support.
There exists a clear conflict of interests between the internal
namespace routing in Tor and the global DNS namespace
when .onion URLs are shared or requested [30]. In fact, DNS
leakage is a known and well-documented issue within the Tor
community, although potentially for many reasons, and is not
systematically studied. For example, many tutorials on the Tor
website have been published giving users instructions on how
to mitigate the leakage through the use of proxies, by disabling
DNS prefetching within the browser or even by installing
a local DNS server which rejects .onion addresses [29].
However, non-technical Tor users likely do not practice these
mitigation steps due to their complicated nature, or because
of their unawareness of those remedies (c.f. §IV-A).
The leakage of .onion requests to the global DNS roots
clearly presents some risk to Tor users and also has implications that need to be explored. To this end, in this paper
we present a first look at the .onion leakage at the DNS root.
We use two root servers, A and J, that are operated by Verisign,
and explore .onion resolutions seen at both of them over a
period close to six months. We complement this measurement
with a data set from all root servers over seven years, with
a sample of two days per year, and highlight the persistent
and growing trends in .onion leakage. Finally, we explore root
causes, and highlight potential remedies.
Main Highlights
Our findings in this study have various interesting highlights, including the following. First, a large number of
.onion requests for a variety of SLDs are observed at both
the A and J root servers, as well as other roots observed
in the DITL data set, and the requests originate from a
diverse set of locations (at the recursive name server level).
The requests are persistent over time, and their volume is
increasing suggesting the relevance of the leakage as a phenomenon. Second, surges in the amount of .onion traffic and
leakage into the public DNS coincide with major global,
geopolitical and censorship-related events, which are easily
observed in the leaked queries. Surgical analyses of those
queries highlight various local trends in those events. Third,
the .onion’s traffic exhibits a heavy tailed distribution (with
respect to the number of queries per .onion), and a very
interesting weekly traffic pattern observed at a high granularity
of source attribution, as consistent with other online services.
Fourth, while the exact root causes are not easy to verify
with certainty, we highlight various plausible causes of the
leakage supported by various analyses and user studies. Fifth,
we suggest various remedies based on our data analyses and
provide a preliminary evaluation of their effectiveness and
complexity.
Contribution
The main contributions of this work are as follows. We perform the first systematic and large scale measurement on
the leakage of .onion pseudo domain names in the DNS
infrastructure. We find that there is a large number of .onion
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domains that leak to the DNS root. Second, we explore the
root causes of such leakage, and attribute that to various
plausible reasons confirmed partly by various studies and
cross-validations. Third, we study the implications of such
leakage on the user privacy, and initiate for that line of work.
Finally, we explore potential fixes to the problem of .onion
leakage and associated cost.
Organization
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows.
In §II, we introduce the DNS profile of the .onion data
collected. In §III, we examine longitudinal patterns of .onion
traffic to the A and J root servers operated by Verisign from
various network and second-level-domain (SLD) points-ofview, and highlight correlations between global events and
increased .onion traffic volumes. In §IV, we explore potential
reasons .onion traffic is being leaked to the roots. In §V,
we highlight considerations within the Internet engineering
community to address the use of non-delegated TLDs, including implications and remedies. In §VI, we discuss the related
work. Finally, in §VII we will present our conclusions and
discuss future directions in which we will further explore
the .onion leakage.
II. DATA S ETS
In this paper we use several data sets and rely on various
supporting studies for conducting this work. The first data set
is from the resolution at the A and J root servers operated by
Verisign, while the second data set is the “Day In The Life
of the Internet” (DITL) managed by the Domain Name System Operations Analysis and Research Center (DNS-OARC).
In the following we elaborate on those data sets and their
nature. Other data sets, including a crawl of the domain names
under the .com and .net TLDs are described briefly where they
are used (c.f. §IV).
A. Roots A and J Data Set
As we mentioned earlier, the Internet root name servers
consist of 13 identical and geographically distributed servers
operated by different organizations. Among those 13 root
servers, Verisign operates the A and J root servers in the
DNS root zone. NXDomain (NXD) responses for the nondelegated TLD .onion were captured over slightly more than
six months from both root servers starting on September 10th,
2013 and ending March 31st, 2014. The data set consists
of approximately 27.6 million NXD records spanning 81,409
unique SLDs. The DNS requests originated from a wide
variety of sources: in total, they are sent from 172,170 IP
addresses, 105,772 unique /24 net blocks, and 21,345 distinct
Autonomous System Numbers (ASNs).
During the multi-month collection period, numerous NXD
TLDs appeared at the roots. Based on the total query volume,
we ranked the various TLDs and found that the .onion TLD
ranked 461 out of 13.8 billion TLDs. We further depict the
traffic patterns and trends observed in the .onion TLD in §III.
B. DITL Data Set
The DITL data set is managed by DNS-OARC, and is a joint
effort with CAIDA and ISC. The data captures synchronized
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TABLE I
DITL D ATA S ET—ROOT S ERVERS C HARACTERISTICS

TABLE II
S UMMARY OF T RAFFIC F ROM ROOT S ERVERS

and periodic measurements and data collection effort by root
name server operators and other organizations (e.g., ISPs).
The data set covers traffic capture of DNS resolution for a
period of two days every year. While the data set captures
traffic at the recursive level as seen by various organizations
participating in the DITL data collection effort, we only focus
on the root traffic. We do that to establish a guideline on how
representative the data set obtained from the A and J root
servers is, and to highlight the overall trends of .onion in the
DNS over time. Furthermore, while leakage of .onion to the
recursive is still a privacy threat, we believe measuring such
leakage and characterizing it is an orthogonal work. We also
exclude this part of work for ethical reasons.
In total, the DITL data set covers 8 years (from
2008 to 2015), with two days worth of traffic for each year.
For most of this study, we use the first 7 years of DITL
(from 2008 to 2014), and use the last year to confirm the
persistence of .onion leakage. The data set captures traffic from
all root servers (A through J), however not all root servers are
present in all years, as shown in Table 1. For the years of
DITL data set, we found 6,850,728 .onion queries for 18,330
unique .onion SLDs. The various queries are originated from
331,816 IP addresses distributed over 268,616 /24 subnetwork
addresses. The share of each root of the .onion queries as
a number and a percent are shown in Table 2 with further
information on each root (including the operator).
III. C HARACTERISTICS OF .O NION L EAKAGE
To understand the leakage of .onion in the public DNS
infrastructure, we rely on the two aforementioned data sets
and provide an in-depth analysis. The main thrusts of analysis
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based on the A and J root node data set are as follows:
1) .onion traffic volume and diversity measurements in §III-A,
2) .onion strings (SLD) measurements and analysis in §III-B,
3) traffic source analysis of .onion queries in §III-C, and
4) a correlation between global cyber and geopolitical events
on the one hand and trends in the volume of the leaked .onion
strings on the other hand in §III-D. We complement those
thrusts by studying and analyzing volumetric trends of .onion
leakage from the DITL data set in §III-E.
A. Traffic Volume and Diversity Measurements
To better understand the overall traffic pattern, we conduct
a longitudinal measurement of query volumes and diversity
measures.
For this measurement we use three metrics of varying levels
of granularity: 1) the raw number of total .onion requests,
2) the total number of the distinct slash 24 (/24) subnetwork
addresses and 3) the total number of distinct autonomous
systems from which the .onion queries are leaked. We identify
autonomous systems by their numbers, and use ASNs and
ASes to interchangeably refer to the autonomous systems and
their numbers in the rest of this paper. For the /24 subnetwork
addresses, we simply discard the least significant block of the
IP address leaking the .onion query, and aggregate the number
of requests per /24 subnetwork address. For ASN association,
we map IP addresses to their home AS using an off-the-shelf
commercial-grade mapping service [25].
Results of the three metrics are shown in Figure 1 for
the A and J root data in §II-A. Overall, we notice a substantial number of leaked .onion queries to the public DNS
infrastructure, represented by the A and J root servers, thus
supporting prior anecdotes on .onion leakage. In particular,
from Fig. 1(a) we observe that during the period covered
by our measurements the numbers of queries leaked were
more than 70,000 queries per day. Notice that this number
represents a lower bound on the leaked queries from end-users
and the actual number of leaked queries might be substantially
larger. In particular, given that negative caching—in which
negative resolution results are cached by DNS resolvers—is
widely deployed today for resolution efficiency, some queries
might not be sent to the root and resolutions are likely to
be performed using previously cached answers. Second, we
observe abrupt spikes across the three different metrics. Third,
we observe the fast uptrend of growth across the three metrics,
by more noticeably with the raw queries and /24 subnetwork
characterization. Fourth, we notice a diurnal pattern, especially
observed at a higher level of granularity, e.g., /24 subnetwork
and ASN. In the following we elaborate on each of those
findings.
Raw Queries: Growth Trends: While we use data that
spans about six months, a period that is relatively large to
characterize local trends in the leaked .onion queries, we also
observe global characteristics on the growth of the leakage
that are both interesting and alarming. For example, also
in Fig. 1(a), we observe that the total number of queries
substantially grows over the relatively short period of time:
compared to the 70,000 queries initially observed at the start
of the study, we observe a steady growth to more than 200,000
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Fig. 1. The .onion traffic measurements observed at the root DNS nodes A and J. Notice the uptrend in the raw number of queries (in (a)), and the consistent
(and slightly uptrend) in both the number of /24 networks (in (b)) and the number of ASNs from which queries are issued (in (c)).

queries per day towards the end of the study, corresponding
to about 200% of growth over the initial number of leaked
queries. However, such growth is even more overwhelming at
peak times, with anomalies resulting in a growth of more than
300% over the initially observed queries. We notice, however,
that those anomalies are repeated events, and explore their
explanation in §III-D. Also, we observe that the measurement
of the raw queries does not reveal any clear diurnal patterns,
which is surprising.
The /24 Subnetworks: Diurnal Patterns and Growth:
One common characteristic that DNS services—as well as
many other online services—exhibit is the daily and weekly
repeated patterns [24], [34], [42]. In particular, the main
hypothesis accepted by many researchers and operators is that
DNS queries and resolutions follow repeated daily patterns
due to the operation cycles of systems, and use pattern
of users. From our raw query measurements, we cannot
find any obvious pattern. To this end, we focus on higher
granularity characterizations, i.e., /24 measurements. The /24
plot is shown in Figure 1(b). These patterns and trends are
clear in “.onion’s” /24 measurements. The .onion leakage
is like many other NXD TLDs at the root that have been
shown to exhibit a regular weekly query volume pattern [67],
indicating that it is more likely to be the result of an actual
use, and not a result of automated queries that lack such
pattern.
Similar to our findings with the raw queries, we also can
notice the growth in the number of subnetworks from which
the queries are originated, although at lower rate than with
raw queries. For example, the 70,000 queries observed at
the start of our data collection were originated from about
6000 /24 subnetworks. As the number of the queries tripled,
the number of /24 networks only increased by 50%, as
shown in Figure 1(b). However, this number of subnetworks
is more than doubled at peak times (seen in the spikes in
the same figure). The findings are interesting, and suggest
the widespread of networks from which .onion domains are
requested. Whether that is the case or not with coarser network
granularity is what we examine next.
AS-Level Measurements: Spread and Growth: Autonomous
systems are the coarsest granularity of networks managed by
the same authority, and their number is a measure of the spread
of hosts over networks. To this end, Figure 1(c) shows the
number of ASes from which the various queries are originated.

Interestingly, while the number of ASes in general is small
compared to the total number of used ASes (i.e., 5% to 10%
of total ASes over the entire measurement period), the ASes
observed in our measurements include some of the largest
on the Internet (more details are in §III-C). Furthermore, the
spread of queries over such large number of ASes suggest
that the leakage is not an isolated issue, and is rather a global
leakage phenomenon. Finally, similar to the previous findings
and consistent with the /24 subnetwork measurements, we
observe about 50% of a sustained growth of the number of
ASes over the measurement period, which reaches a growth
of 100% at peak times (during abrupt query spikes).
Representation: The data presented in Figure 1 only represents measurements taken from the A and J root nodes.
In order to gauge the total global DNS leakage of .onion
requests, we can segregate the unique SLDs received at each
root node and compare their overlap. This measure will
provide us with the SLD root affinity and is a simple way
of estimating total global DNS leakage if this trend was to be
extrapolated over all roots.
Figure 2 depicts the number of unique SLDs observed at
the A node, J node, and the combination of A and J nodes.
In this figure, we can see that the combined A+J roots, on
a daily basis, observe about 3300 unique SLDs, while each
of the A and J nodes separately observe roughly 2500 unique
SLDs—roughly 75% of the combined A+J root nodes. If we
are to assume that the resolvers selection of root servers is
random (which is the case), then we can estimate the average
number of unique SLDs per day at all root name servers using
2
≈ 3677 (with a variance
Chapman estimator [22] at (2500+1)
1701
of 812). We notice that the number of actual unique SLDs
(from our measurements of DITL data set in §III-E) is about
4100 SLDs for the same year of 2013.
Prior work studying multi-root distinct SLD overlap [67] has
shown that the combined traffic observed at A+J constitutes
approximately 40% of all observed distinct SLDs for various
TLDs spanning the global DNS roots. While the .onion SLD
root affinities and overlap between the A and J roots are
comparable to the finding in the prior literature concerning
other TLDs [67], the actual share of A and J for .onion, is
unclear. Therefore, we postulate that the .onion traffic observed
at A+J would continue such a trend and an appropriate sizing
of total global .onion leakage could be roughly estimated based
on those similarities. Based on the statistics in §II, we estimate
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The .onion traffic measurements observed at the root DNS nodes A and J used for the estimation of DNS root queries. (a) A. (b) J. (c) A+J.

Fig. 3. The .onion traffic measurements observed at the root DNS nodes A and J and their diversity using number of queries from a single IP address
(in (a)), from a /24 network (in (b)) and an autonomous system (in (c)) represented as a CDF.

the total number of .onion NXD records at 69 million over the
same period of about 6 months. Notice that this calculation
should not be used as a generalization, since it does not take
into account any unexpected growth. However, this figure
should be taken as a rough estimate of the total number of
leaked queries.
B. Hidden Service and SLD Measurements
Figure 2 shows a few days in which the absolute number of
distinct SLDs drastically increases from the average number
of daily SLDs observed in the rest of the measurement period,
which calls for further investigation (more details are shown
in §III-E).
To this end, we now turn our attention to the overall
distribution of requests for a given SLD within the .onion TLD
to better understand the DNS request dynamics of all .onion
SLDs. Figure 1 provides three different plots of various traffic
diversity measurements, namely the number of total requests,
the count of distinct /24 subnetwork addresses, and the total
number of ASes from which queries for SLDs are received
during our observation period. We note that those results
are coarse grained, in the sense that they do not consider
the contribution of the individual sources, /24 subnetworks,
or the ASes of the total number of requests. To this end,
we extended those measures to obtain the corresponding and
complementary cumulative distributions in Figure 3. The CDF
plots capture the number (as a fraction) of SLDs that receive
requests by the given number of individual IP addresses of the
x-axis (and the /24 subnetwork or AS, respectively)
Raw Sources: Clearly, and based on the results shown in
Fig. 3(a), the vast majority of SLDs receive a minimal amount
of DNS requests over the six months period covered in our
data set. In particular, 50% of the SLDs receive only one
request and nearly 90% of SLDs receive less than 10 requests.
However, more interestingly, about 1% of the total number of

unique SLDs receive more than 10,000 requests, whereas a
small number of the .onion SLDs receive more than 100,000
requests. We explore those popular services in details in the
subsequent subsections.
Subnetworks: A similar trend of traffic source diversity for
the majority of SLDs is displayed at the /24 subnetworks as
shown in Figure 3(b), although with a narrower distribution.
We see that nearly 80% of SLDs receive requests from only
one /24 subnetwork, more than 93% of the SLDs receive
requests from less than 10 /24 subnetworks, and over 99% of
the SLDs receive requests from less than 100 /24 subnetworks.
However, a few SLDs are widespread over a large number of
/24 subnetworks.
AS-Level Measurement: The distribution gets narrower at
the AS-level, as shown in Figure 3(c), indicating less overall
diversity in the networks from which requests are issued for
the various SLDs observed in our data. About 94% of the
SLDs originate from fewer than 10 distinct ASes, leaving very
few SLDs with large amounts of traffic from a wide variety
of network locations. This pattern is in line with the general
traffic characteristics and trend for other non-delegated TLDs.
However, more interestingly, we notice that the head of the
AS and SLD request distribution is occupied by large ASes
that host large numbers of users, or those that host open
resolvers that are likely to be used by large number of users.
In the subsequent sections we elaborate on those ASes.
SLD Lifespan: Further Temporal Characteristics: Next,
we focus on the SLD lifespan indicated by how long it is
queried. The time difference between the first and the last
query of a given unique .onion string (in seconds) indicates
the lifespan of a .onion leaked strings at the root during
our observation time and is shown in Figure 4. Notice
the 80%-∼3%-∼17% distribution of short-lived (less than
10 seconds), mid-lived (less than a day), and long-lived (more
than a day) SLDs. Furthermore, we notice that the lifespan
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TABLE III
M OST P OPULAR SLD H IDDEN S ERVICES AND T HEIR
T RAFFIC M EASUREMENTS

Fig. 4.

The .onion SLD lifespan: notice the skewed distribution.

of 75% of the queried .onion strings is less than 1 second,
indicating that they are perhaps the result of automated scan or
user error that is unlikely to recur–which is partially verified
by finding that many of those SLDs are sequential. On the
other hand, 15% had more than 15.85 days, 10% had more
than 98.11 days, 5% had more than 183.29 days, and 1% had
more than 206.45 days, suggesting a persistent use scenario,
as opposed to the previous scenario of short-lived SLDs.
By correlating the number of queries per unique SLD and its
lifespan, we obtain a positive and small correlation of 0.09,
indicating that the popularity of a given is less likely affected
by the lifespan of a domain name. This is particularly naturally
understandable in light of the various plausible causes of
the .onion leakage in the first place. More details on such
correlation measurement are in the appendix.
Popular SLDs: Next, we shift our focus to those few but
very popular SLDs within the .onion TLD. Table 3 provides a
list of the most requested hidden services along with their total
percentage of .onion traffic and the type of service provided
using them. The mapping of SLDs to their type of service
was constructed manually by searching for references of the
hidden service online. The SLDs listed in the table have been
anonymized (masked) for privacy concerns, where the first
and last two characters of each SLD are shown. Notice that
this is a best-effort attempt to hide the addresses, although
anonymizing those services is outside of the scope of this
study; a simple search on the most popular hidden services in
the given category can easily reveal them
From the statistics shown in Table 3, we observe that nearly
27% of all .onion traffic belong to one hidden service whose
focus is on Torrent tracking. The remaining traffic forms a
long tailed distribution over the remaining hidden services
with an emphasis on services surrounding search, commerce
and currency exchange. The top 10 hidden services shown in
Table 3 account for more than 38% of the traffic (i.e., total
number of requests) observed over the total period of time of
our data set at the roots A and J.
C. Traffic Source Measurements
The source IP addresses requesting the various .onion SLDs
can be used to obtain various traffic source metadata, which are
worth investigating to highlight the geographical and network
diversity of the requested SLDs. To this end, we explore such
metadata in details. In all of those analyses, we use an off-theshelf commercial-grade geomapping service for IP addresses
to the country of origin and ASN [25].
In Table 4, we examine the origination of the .onion DNS
requests issued by recursive name servers to the A and J roots
from a country perspective. To ensure that publishing those

TABLE IV
T OP G EOGRAPHICAL C OUNTRIES AND ASN S R EQUESTING “O NION ”
W ITH C OUNTRY C ODE ( CC ), R EQUESTS , AND T RAFFIC (%)

TABLE V
T OP G EOGRAPHICAL C OUNTRIES AND ASN S R EQUESTING “O NION ”
W ITH ASN, R EQUESTS , AND T RAFFIC (%)

statistics does not put the privacy of individual users at risk,
we verify that IP allocations for all countries listed herein are
large enough.
The geographical distribution of .onion requestors deviates
from the top-10 countries by directly connecting users as
reported by the Tor project over the same period of time [65].
At nearly 36%, the US is 3 times higher than reported from
Tor. Other countries such as Germany, France, and Spain
also differed significantly, with 7.7%, 7.23% 6.17% and 4.8%
respectively [63]. While it is clear that the leaked .onion
queries to the global DNS roots and actual Tor connections are
very different (e.g. measuring recursive name servers vs. direct
connections), the variance in the distribution of the .onion
requests may prove helpful in understanding the root cause
of the leaked DNS queries and perhaps highlighting measures
implemented by certain countries to address .onion leakage (at
a state level).
AS-Level Characterization: Next, we explore the head of
the distribution for ASes that generate the most amount of
.onion traffic. With such a large percentage of .onion requests
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Fig. 5.

Global Events and Elevated Request Correlation.
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Fig. 6.

The .onion traffic measurement and leakage from Ukraine.

Fig. 7.

The .onion traffic: Ukraine.

TABLE VI
G LOBAL E VENTS AND E LEVATED “O NION ” R EQUEST C ORRELATION

originating in the United States, it is not surprising to observe
the major Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in Table 5 (AS7922
is Comcast and AS7018 is AT&T)— we note that all of the
autonomous systems listed in Table 5 have large number of IP
addresses allocated to them, thus publishing them does not put
the privacy of individual users at risk. However, it is interesting
to observe that nearly 8% of all .onion traffic originates from
AS15169 (Google). We hypothesize that users and advocates
of Tor would most likely not use their default ISP name servers
and instead would choose to use public DNS providers such
as Google Public DNS or OpenDNS (AS36692, which has
a share of 2.06%). However, more surprising and related to
this observation is to see that many .onion queries originated
from AS15169 given that Google Public DNS has an intensive
caching policy in use to avoid multiple queries to the root that
would potentially result in NXD [39].
Given the special nature of the .onion TLD and its queries,
and that they are not supposed to be exposed to the DNS
infrastructure, a role that such providers may play in addressing the problem can include blocking such requests at the
recursive level, which we suggest in §V-B. However, we notice
also that such mitigation would not prevent such recursive
servers (or proxies between them and users) from profiling
hosts and their use.
D. Global Event Correlation
Global events, such as Internet censorship, political reform,
and economic shifts, among others, spur the use of privacy
enhancing technologies like Tor [44]. The total traffic volume
measured on a daily basis in Figure 1 exhibits several spikes
in which .onion traffic significantly increases from its moving
average. In order to better understand these events, we crosscorrelated the spikes with news stories on global events. For
that, we used google search for searching for the relevant news
stories to extract the events. For example, we start with the
.onion services that are leaked as highlighted in Table 6, which
are (in all cases) strings searchable in news websites. We did
not provide such names in full in the paper for their privacy
value. Table 6 lists the events and their impact on .onion traffic.
These events typically manifest themselves in the form of

increased traffic from a specific geographical region or the
predominance of queries for a particular SLD. Figure 5 (an
annotated version of Fig. 1(a)) plots the events listed in Table 6
against the total daily .onion traffic volume, highlighting the
spikes in relation with the rest of the volume over the entire
period of our observed data. In the following we highlight in
more details specific and noteworthy examples by surgically
separating country-level traffic to observe local events associated with them via the volume of leaked .onion traffic.
Turkey: Certain global events such as the censorship of
Internet domains in Turkey may span a longer period of time
than a few days, which we attempt to understand and establish
via the leaked .onion traffic. Figure 6 depicts the number
of requests for .onion domains originating from Turkey over
the multi-month collection period. There is a clear upward
trend and a sudden increase in the second half of March
2014 when many DNS-based censorship events took place.
The requests originating from Turkey during the censorship
spanned hundreds of unique SLDs and were spread over
several ASNs. However, also interesting is the number of
spikes in .onion requests observed, which could potentially
be attributed to various local events within the country.
Ukraine: November 2013 witnessed the Euromaidan
(European square) demonstrations that led to the 2014
Ukrainian revolution. In Figure 7, we capture requests originated from Ukraine over time, and notice a substantial growth
in the number of queries post September 15. For example,
starting with only 400 requests per day, the number suddenly
increase by more than 200%, which is sustained over time after
mid January 2014. While there could be multiple explanations
for the increase in the number of .onion requests, the type
of hidden services queried and leaked at the root being
topic-specific to the revolution highlight the great correlation
between the increase in the volume and the political event.
E. Trends From the DITL Data Set
Now we turn our attention to the DITL data set described
in §II-B and try to identify the prevalence of .onion leakage
from all root servers. In analyzing the DITL data set we benefit
from two aspects that are lacking in the A and J data set
that we have examined so far: representation and longitude.
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Fig. 8.

Queries over time.

Fig. 9.

SLDs with .onion queries over time.

The DITL data set collects queries from a large number of
DNS servers, and gives an insight into the DNS resolution
for multiple years. In doing so and by analyzing this data set,
we concentrate on three aspects. 1) The existence of .onion
queries longitudinally: given that the DITL data set covers
a relatively longer period of time than the data set we used
from the A and J root servers, we aim to examine whether
the .onion leakage is a temporary event or lasting phenomena
over that long period of time. 2) Growth trends of .onion
leakage: we aim to examine whether there is a growth trend
in the number of .onion requests, SLDs being requested, and
IP addresses requesting those TLDs, and whether such trend is
consistent over time. 3) Representation: how representative
are the A and J root servers to the total queries at the DNS
roots.
1) The Prevalence of .Onion Leakage: Table 1 summarizes
the DITL data set, including the total number of queries
observed in each year of the data set’s life. We notice that
while the phenomenon starts as a small set of queries in 2008,
the total number of queries grows 3 orders of magnitude by
the year of 2014, and persists over the years between them.
2) Growth Trends:
Number of queries: The results in Table 1, which are
plotted in Figure 8, show a growth trend for the number of .onion requests observed at the root servers over
time. This monotonic growth trend is interrupted by a sharp
growth in 2010, where the number of queries increased
two orders of magnitude more than in the previous year
(2009), and dropped by one order of magnitude for the year
of 2011. We notice that the sharp increase that interrupted
the monotonicity in the growth of the number of queries
over years might not be a determining trend. In particular,
given the nature of the data set, a small event may actually
cause a sudden surge in the number of queries, as shown
in §III-D, where such surge does not persist as a trend. Indeed,
we notice that this interruption of monotonicity is due to a
single SLD (z6---------43.onion) for a tracker that
attracted a large number of queries.
Number of SLDs: The total number of SLDs that attracted
.onion traffic and seen at the root for the observation period
grows exponentially, as shown in Figure 9. This trend can

Fig. 10. Individual IP addresses originating the .onion traffic. Notice that
the same growth trend shown in the number of queries is also reflected on
the number of addresses. (Raw addresses).

Fig. 11. Individual /24 addresses originating the .onion traffic. Notice that
the same growth trend shown in the number of queries is also reflected on
the number of addresses. (/24 subnetworks).

Fig. 12. The percentage of queries observed at each root, with A and J
having 7.5% and 12.3%, respectively.

be used to precisely extrapolate the number of SLDs to
be observed at the root unless the root cause of leakage
is addressed. Note that, and unlike the interruption in the
monotonic growth trend with respect to the total number of
queries discussed earlier, no such interruption is introduced at
the SLD level, given that the majority of added queries in the
surge are due to a single SLD.
IP addresses: Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the volume
of the total number of IP addresses and their aggregated
counterpart over /24 subnetwork addresses over time. As with
the general growth trend with the number of queries, an interruption in the monotonic growth happens in 2010. However,
we observe a consistent and persistent trend of growth for the
number of IP addresses originating the .onion queries, as well
as their diversity of location measured by their /24 association,
which is also consistent with the previous findings over our
A and J dataset.
3) Representation: An interesting question that is raised by
our reliance on the A and J roots operated by Verisign is
“how representative are both root nodes for the population of
queries seen at all roots?”. Understanding this representation
would explain the size of the problem reported in this paper
in the Tor system as a whole. Unfortunately, the DITL data
set does not have traffic from all root servers except for the
year of 2010, to which we limit our attention to answer the
aforementioned question, despite some caveats.
Figure 12 shows the share of queries observed at every root
for the year 2010 as a percent of the total number of queries
(obtained from the statistics in Table 2). On this figure, we
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TABLE VII
T OP G EOGRAPHICAL C OUNTRIES AND R EQUESTING “O NION ”.
T HE R ESULTS U SE THE C OUNTRY R ANKING IN TABLE 4

make two observations. First, the distribution of requests over
all root servers is not uniform, with a few servers answering
the majority of queries (roots F, I, J, and K answer a combined
total of 56% of the queries). Second, and in answering the
aforementioned question concerning representation of A and J,
we find that they answer 7.5% and 12.3%, respectively, with
a combined total number of queries of 19.8%. If such ratios
hold over time (an assumption that we were not able to verify
for the lack of data, and is unlikely to hold given what we
observed of the variability of queries over time), they put the
earlier estimates for the total number of queries at the DNS
root servers—for the same period of time corresponding to the
timeframe where the data described in §II-A was collected—to
139.4 million queries (from the previous estimate of 69 million
queries). This estimate gives an average query rate of about
840k queries per day. As a result, we conclude that the total
number of .onion queries is substantial, and may potentially
pose a high risk to a large number of users.
4) Geographical Distribution: Similar to the experiment
shown in Table 4, we map the various sources originating traffic to their home countries. With respect to the index of countries shown in Table 4, we choose the top 10 countries, and
compute the share of requests originated from them. Table 7
shows the number of queries originated from each given
country in the top, along with their percent out of the total
queries computed over the 7 years of DITL. We further add
a per-country percentage of traffic share for the years 2014
and back until 2012. From this table, we make the following
observations:
• Inconsistent representation: while part of the order of the
countries is mostly consistent with the ranking provided
by the Tor project on its use [66], we find that the ranking
is inconsistent with the previous ranking established for
the countries with traffic seen in the A and J root study.
• Inconsistent order: the order of countries as shown in
Table 4, which highlights countries in a descending order,
is not preserved in Table 7. This highlights dynamics
of shares in the traffic, perhaps based on phenomena
best seen in those countries through the usage of hidden
services.
IV. ROOT C AUSES
Applications electing to use non-delegated TLDs as a
namespace in which they seed their routing and resolution
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processes face scenarios in which possible DNS leakage
may occur. While the security and privacy of users in some
application that utilize such technique might not be affected, it
is at stake with other applications. For example, Tor has been
specifically designed to prevent .onion requests from leaking
within the application into the global DNS infrastructure.
However, it is clear from the measurements we presented so
far that a significant volume of requests are being issued to the
global DNS root servers. Whether they are initiated by users
by mistake, caused by a misconfiguration in the underlying
application such as Tor client, or resulted from prefetching web
browsers, leaked DNS queries outside of the Tor network have
a significant implication to individuals’ privacy, and perhaps
more importantly to their safety. To this end, understanding
the causes of the leakage is of paramount importance and may
help reducing the risk of leakage at the user side.
There are many plausible reasons or mechanisms in which
.onion queries could be generated and observed in the global
public DNS; however, the root cause of how and why these
queries are being requested within the global DNS remains
unclear and is indeed very difficult to pinpoint given the
sophisticated and increasingly interdependent system that DNS
is today. In the following, we outline some of those plausible
root causes, including user error, browser prefetching, third
party application or plug-ins, DNS suffix search lists, web
crawlers, and malware. We also provide various case studies
that highlight the potential of those root causes as a possible
explanation for the observed .onion traffic in the public DNS
infrastructure.
A. User Error and Misconceptions
We have seen so far numerous global events that spurred
additional query volume. One potential explanation associated
with the surge in the volume of .onion domains in those times
is users errors, in which users are not aware that the addresses
of hidden services should be run on top of Tor (i.e., by first
installing the Tor plug-in associated with the browser).
Validation: User Study: To validate whether the user error
and misconception are a root cause of the leaked .onion
domain names, we perform a user study with the proper
institutional review board approval, and highlighting those
findings are in line with the best practice recommendations
provided in [11].
User Study: Settings: To understand whether this hypothesis
for user error being a possible root cause for the leakage of
.onion or not, we conduct the following study. Along with
other domain names in other TLDs, we present .onion domain
names to a set of users, and aim to answer the following questions: 1) how many of the users recognize the special nature of
the pseudo-TLD and the domain names associated with it, and
2) any special considerations that the users would need to take
into account when querying .onion pseudo domain names. For
this study, we consider 27 subjects recruited from a graduatelevel advanced computer security class in our college. The
average of the subjects was 24.3 years, with the minimum of
22 years and a maximum of 34 years of age. 2 of the subjects
were females, while 25 were males, and all of them identified
a certain level of DNS and privacy enhancing technologies and
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their operation: 16 students identified as very knowledgeable
(viz. Tor’s hidden services), 5 as knowledgeable, and the rest
of the users identified themselves as familiar.
Results and Findings: Among the 27 subjects we tested in
this user study, we found that only 8 subjects recognized the
special purpose of the .onion pseudo-TLD. Of those 8 subjects,
only 3 recognized how to use .onion pseudo domain names,
having already used them in the past, while others were not
able to provide a correct use idea. On the other hand, all of the
subjects indicated their knowledge of Tor as an anonymizer.
B. Browser Prefetching
Web prefetching is widely used nowadays and is aimed at
improving user experience [41]. In a typical web prefetching
mechanism [36], web browsers proactively try to retrieve
contents of links on a page so that a user who is likely to
visit is served the contents from the web cache. In particular,
such mechanisms are particularly useful and effective when
the browsing behavior of users is predictable [27].
Similar to web prefetching is DNS prefetching [38], in
which the browser proactively tries to resolve links (at the
DNS level) posted on a page before they are visited and
while the user is idle. In doing so, the links are requested
directly when the user needs to visit them thus saving the DNS
resolution round trip time. As of late 2013, both mobile and
desktop web browsers support prefetching in both forms. For
example, the Google Chrome, Internet Explorer, and Mozilla
Firefox, which account collectively for a great majority of the
usage share of web browsers, support the standard web and
DNS prefetching [60].
With the lack of explicit rules in a suffix list that prevents
browsers from prefetching names in the .onion pseudo TLD,
DNS prefetching stands as one of the very important and
potential root causes of the .onion leakage at the root DNS
servers.
Validation: For validation, we use a crawl of the .com and
.net domain names (more than 130 million domains) provided
by Verisign, while limiting the crawl depth to 1 (i.e., the front
page and pages pointing to it). For each website we crawl,
we statically analyze the contents of the pages by searching
for .onion suffixed strings in it. Among those domain names,
we identified 33,257 domain names that actually have at least
one .onion link in them. Given that the number of domain
names is minuscule compared to the total number of possible
domain names in both TLDs (i.e., only ≈ 0.026%), we explore
further evidence for the potential of prefetching as a root cause
by searching our root dataset for .onion strings observed in
our crawl. We found that a large number of those domain
names match: over 17% of the .onion strings in our A+J root
dataset were also observed in our crawl, and their share of the
queries were over 92%. This further highlights and supports
the potential for prefetching as a root cause from data. We
notice that many of those incidents of .onion domains on web
pages in the .com and .net zone are hosting blogs, forums, and
news outlets in which .onion strings are distributed, advertised,
or just mentioned.
C. Malware
One of the important building blocks of today’s malware
families is their reliance on advanced mechanisms for com-
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munication between botmasters and infected hosts [54]. One
of such advanced techniques utilizes DNS, by using domain
names registered by the botmaster as a communication channel
(those domain names are often algorithmically generated so
that bots can generate and use them as well for communication) [8]–[10], [46], [51], [68]. However, there has been an
ample body of work on detecting such domain names registered under delegated TLDs [10], [72], [73], thus thwarting
their harm and limiting their use as a C2 channel.
Validation: To this end, and to validate that malware is a
root cause for the spikes in the leaked .onion, we analyze the
data at hand. We observed numerous requests for .onion SLDs
associated with the aforementioned malware families during
our analysis (names of .onion SLDs are obtained from malware
analysis and intelligence reports). While the root and original
cause for observing such .onion strings is unclear, whether it
is the result of a curious user attempting to resolve a .onion
name used by malware, a browser prefetching a .onion pseudodomain name on a webpage, or a malfunctioning piece of
malware trying to connect to the C2 server using the address,
the circumstantial evidence suggests that it is potentially a
combination of a wide array of causes. For example, spikes of
the malware .onion strings coincided with a large campaign
launched by various of those malware families that was
reported by various forums and media outlets. However, for
the same reason of them being posted in those forums, such
leaks might as well be the result of browser prefetching and
not the actual malware activity.
V. I MPLICATIONS AND R EMEDIES
Given the widespread of .onion leakage at the root and
other levels of the DNS resolution hierarchy, a next natural
step would be to understand implications of such leakage on
privacy and their remedies. In this section we discuss such
implications (§V-A) and remedies (§V-B), focusing on recent
developments in line of those remedies (§V-E), attempts to
further manage the DNS namespace (§V-D), and more recent
developments (§V-E).
A. Implications
1. Individual users’ IPs and their resolution preserve locality
information of the users issuing such information, and may
considerably expose users to a high risk, depending on their
location and the context of the queried hidden service.
2. Many of the queries issued to the root come from public
recursive DNS servers that are responsible for a large number
of queries aggregated from potentially multiple users, where
the individual users’ IP addresses are detached, thus the
root does not see those address. However, this still puts the
individual users at risk, although their individual IP addresses
are not exposed. For example, the DNS queries observed at
the root are likely the result of unencrypted traffic that an
eavesdropper close by the user can listen to, and associate to
the user. Furthermore, most public recursive service do not
preclude the possibility of sharing users’ traffic with a third
party in their use agreements.
3. Whereas ISPs might be disincentivized from sharing the
individual users information with third parties, eavesdropping
while closer to the users may expose them. Furthermore, when
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ISPs are a government entity (e.g., in Egypt and Turkey), their
double function puts users at risk.
4. Unlike ISPs, open resolvers that do not serve a clear
business agenda, do not have the business relationship with
users, and might be willing to share such information with a
third party, thus putting users at a great risk.
B. Remedies
1) Host-Level Remedies:
Browser: Given the nature of .onion, and other privacy
or special purpose TLDs, special treatment—including blocking capabilities—should be enabled at the edge, including
capabilities of blocking in the browser – when Tor is not
being used in the first place. Furthermore, users are often time
not exposed to low level details of connection failures with
today’s Tor distribution, and blocking may help mitigating
the leakage of .onion queries when a Tor connection fails
for one reason or another. Furthermore, as we have seen in
this study, unaware users make it possible to observe some
of the .onion traffic in the public DNS infrastructure, partly
because they are not knowledgeable of the special nature of
those domain names. Or even worse, some of the leaked .onion
resolution in the public DNS is due to certain functionalities
implemented in the browser to improve user experience, such
as DNS prefetching. To this end, when enabled, blocking of
.onion queries based on further intelligence in the browsers,
whether it is by excluding .onion domains in a suffix list from
any further active prefetching, or determine whether to allow
resolution of .onion when provided by users only when Tor is
used, could perhaps help remedies the leaked .onion queries.
Legacy Software: Even when measures are taken to
reduce the amount of leaked information in the public DNS
infrastructure by, for example, implementing a suffix list and
disabling prefetched queries of .onion when Tor is not being
used on the hosts, legacy software will still leak information
for the same reason. It is widely noticed that legacy software
consistute a large number of the software on the end hosts.
To this end, measures to address legacy software and their
contribution should be considered and implemented. Queries
associated with privacy enhancing technologies such as Tor
should be controlled as to prevent and notify users if public
DNS leakage occurs due to those legacy programs. Such
measures could be by implementing a host-level profiler of
all DNS traffic generated by hosts.
Configurations: With misconfiguration that may result
in exposing users behavior in private networks (such as Tor)
to the public DNS infrastructure, measures should be implemented to automate configurations using best practices. Automatic system-level configuration of .onion resolution should be
used. The Tor distribution should provide a system-level fix
to local DNS configuration and not require users to configure
this component manually, or even allow them to do so.
2) Network-Level Remedies: Along with the host-level
remedies discussed earlier, there are also some remedies that
could be implemented in the network, by equipping DNS
resolvers and authoritative name servers to handle .onion
strings differently, thus blocking the leakage.
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DNS resolvers: Many of the queries can be blocked lower
in the DNS hierarchy, and be prevented from propagation into
the public DNS by deploying techniques such as negative
caching [7]. For example, public recursive name servers most
close to the users may help by not sending out queries to the
root for TLDs that do not exist. Given the (almost) static nature
of the TLDs, and the static nature of the TLDs of interest
(such as .onion), operators of public DNS services may deploy
effective mechanisms in achieving such goal.
Authoritative name servers: We notice that not much that
is not done today can be additionally performed at the authoritative name servers to address the leakage problem of .onion
strings. This is particular true given that the leakage is already
observed in the networks connecting the stub resolver (user)
with the authoritative. However, to reduce the attack surface
associated with .onion leakage, authoritative servers should not
attempt to resolve .onion strings, and should always return
negative resolution results. Once measures are performed at
the recursive side, less queries of .onion will be exposed
to the authoritative servers, which could remedy this global
leakage. Notice that such remedies might be operationally
subtle, especially in light of the various implications discussed
in §V-A. Nonetheless, we include them here for the complete
treatment of the subject.
C. Comparison of Remedies
In the following we compare the different remedies presented in this section for their potential in addressing the
.onion leakage. We compare those remedies based on their
anticipated effectiveness in blocking leakage, the privacy they
ensure by such effectiveness, and the amount of effort and level
of difficulty required for implementing them in the existing
domain name infrastructure.
Privacy: We notice that a system that implements remedies
at the host-level would ensure the highest level of privacy
among all suggested solutions, since no queries would be
leaked to the public DNS infrastructure upon successful implementation and enforcement of remedies at the client side.
However, we also notice that such remedy is complex by
nature, since it requires fix to the problem in multiple types of
operating systems, browsers, etc., including addressing issues
with legacy software. Second comes remedies at the recursive side, which would expose .onion queries to individual
recursive, which would identify the individual use of clients
of .onion, but would prevent the rest of the DNS entities and
infrastructure from knowing what is being queried if remedies
are implemented at the recursive. We believe that remedies at
higher levels of the infrastructure, e.g., root, do not facilitate
privacy, although they are easy to implement.
Complexity: As noted earlier, client-side remedies, including browser-level blocking, can be very complex, since they
require addressing the problem in multiple instances of operating systems and browsers, and for large numbers of users (all
potential users on the Internet). The number of resolvers is
relatively smaller than the number of users, making the problem less complex with resolver-level remedies. However, the
problem is still nontrivial given the diversity of the softwarebase of DNS servers and their versions (including legacy
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TABLE VIII
C OMPARISON OF THE VARIOUS L EVELS OF R EMEDIES

software) that would require modifications and update. Finally,
the authoritative-level remedies provide the least complex
remedy. However, they do not ensure any levels of privacy,
with all links between the stub and authoritative being exposed
(unless negative caching is aggressively employed).
In conclusion, Table 8 provides a comparison between
the various levels of remedies summing up this evaluation.
We note that an effective remedy might use multiple of those
remedies.
D. Namespace Management
Focus within the Internet Engineering community has
recently increased on ways for applications to properly use
non-delegated domains. A recent Internet draft describes several special-use domain names of peer-to-peer name systems
and is seeking approval from the Internet Engineering Steering
Group (IESG) [30]. Discussions about the proposal on the
DNS operators mailing list have brought forth other generic
solutions such as proposed .alt alternative TLD in which
applications would safe anchor namespace under it [70].
Blurred lines of authority, privacy and security makes such a
namespace problem difficult to solve and appease all parties.
E. Recent Developments
After the release of our preliminary results in [69],
Appelbaum and Muffett [11] led drafting an RFC to address
the special nature of the .onion pseudo-TLD and associated
strings, and using some of the recommendations in our study.
In their view, they propose that .onion should be registered
as a special case TLD, users should be made aware of such
special nature of the TLD and strings associated with it,
applications must recognize the special use of .onion strings,
name resolution APIs must respond to .onion strings and their
queries by resolving them according to Tor specifications,
resolvers that are not part of Tor and its operation should
not attempt to resolve .onion strings, while authoritative name
servers should respond with NXDOMAIN response (which
is the case today). While most of their recommendations are
identical to our study in [69], which precedes their work, their
novel recommendations, in general, imply collaboration of
various entities in the DNS ecosystem with the Tor system for
safe resolution, which requires major changes in the existing
infrastructure.
Taking our recommendations into account, the most recent
release of unbound (developed by NLnet Labs and sponsored
by Verisign) in February 2016 addresses leakage of .onion by
developing a fix to the problem and blocking .onion queries in
the DNS resolution hierarchy at the recursive resolver level.

However, we emphasize that unbound is only one among
many distributions of DNS servers that also need to address
this critical issue. Furthermore, and based on our previous
analysis, blocking .onion queries at the root only prevent
the root from observing .onion queries, but does not prevent
third party resolvers from observing the leakage of .onion and
profiling users. To this end, fixes that include addressing root
causes (e.g., browser, legacy software, etc) at the host-level
perhaps should be considered. Finally, our previous work [47]
analyzed the privacy implications of blocking of the leaked
DNS queries as a method of improving the privacy of users.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
With the exception of our preliminary study in [69], there
has been no prior work on measuring and understanding the
leakage of .onion in the DNS infrastructure in a systematic
way. The exceptions for such systematic study which is lacking
from the literature include anecdotes reported in news stories,
as seen for example in [28]. However, broadly related to our
study are various lines of research that highlight the use of hidden services, their deanonymization, Tor use characterization,
and remedies to DNS leakage. In the following we review a
sample of those works.
Hidden Services
There has been several works in the literature on measuring, understanding, and attacking the Tor’s hidden services.
Kown et al. [40] proposed a passive attack on hidden services
that utilizes circuit fingerprinting. Owen [49] proposed to
denonymize hidden services using global attack capabilities.
Hopper looks at the challenges of protecting hidden services
from aggressive usage by malware [31], Biryukov et al. [16]
analyze contents popularity of hidden services based on
their prior work of detection and deanonymization of hidden
services in [15].
DNS Leakage
Recommendations for addressing DNS leakage of .onion
strings have been made by Appelbaum and Muffett [11].
DNS leakage as a side channel to undermine security
of cloud services is explored by Ristenpart et al. [52].
Rose and Nakassis [53] proposed mechanisms for minimizing
information leakage in DNS. Similar ideas of minimization, but applied at the query-name level, are discussed by
Bortzmeyer [18]. Bortzmeyer [19] proposed QNAME minimisation to decrease exposure to the authoritative name
server. to protect the DNS query and response interaction
between a DNS client and a DNS resolver. Thomas suggested blocking lists (in the browser) for addressing DNS
leakage [67]. Simpson investigated how search lists affect
DNS leakage [58]. Chen et al. [23] addressed the Web
Proxy Auto-Discovery (WPAD) name collision attack from
the unintentional leakage of internal WPAD DNS queries into
the public DNS namespace.
DNS Profiling for Attribution
DNS leakage (intentional or unintentional) has been intensively used in the past for profiling end hosts, and sometimes
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for detecting malicious activities and actors. Jones et al. [35]
presented techniques for detecting unauthorized DNS root
servers on the Internet using primarily endpoint-based
measurements. Jiang et al. [33] identified DNS radiation and constructed failure graphs for malware detection.
Luo et al. [43] utilized a similar concept by leveraging clientside DNS failure for malware detection. Xu et al. [71] proposed to use DNS for large-scale command and control. The
use of DNS for identifying fast-flux domain names has been
explored by Perdisci et al. [50]. DNS for botnet takedown has
been explored by Nadji et al. [48]. Passive DNS analysis for
malware detection has been explored by Bilge et al. [13], [14],
among other works.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we introduced the first in-depth study of the
.onion DNS requests at both the A and J root name servers,
and from the day in the life of the Internet (DITL) data sets.
We identify the prevalence and scale of .onion leakage in the
public DNS infrastructure, and examined the unique characteristics of .onion requests longitudinally as well as the dynamics
of requests received from a geographical and network location
for unique SLDs. We found that increased traffic spikes within
the global DNS for .onion requests corresponded with external
global events, highlighting the potential human and ecosystem
factor in those leakages (i.e., user error and DNS prefetching).
While the root cause of these leaked DNS queries remains
unknown with high certainty, particularly as to what is the
contribution of each cause, our investigation unveiled plausible
explanation for some of this leakage supported by various case
studies.
Our future work will continue this line of work at multiple
fronts. First, we will continue the examination of leaked DNS
queries to the root by extending our study to other nondelegated TLDs such as i2p and .exit. Second, we plan to
further dissect the impact of global events and the role of
malware in the leakage, potentially towards swatting their
risk, and investigate the potential privacy consequences of
the leakage under the various leakage causes. Third, we will
explore the potential of analytically exploring the cost and
effectiveness of the various remedies with more concrete
deployment scenarios, which have been out of the scope of
this study. Finally, we will analytically explore how partial
blocking of .onion in the DNS infrastructure affects privacy.
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